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(5?)Abstract.:

•
! 1 PURPOSE: To improve the co 1o r- itprodKcibil ity and tiie

sharpness of ;.t sensitive material mid to lessen the tendency
t o

»
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-* Tim ,r- * i j-
(>( . gej}erat jjt

o 3 fC( ,_, by incorporating a compd capable of

f ,
( ^

being scavenged i lie oxidant of ;.t developing main agent
~

' and a d\ estnff capable of prevent tug irradiation in the

f: ^.^ >-\..wi„,.<- sensitive material.
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" CONSTITUTION: The compd. (or its precursor! shown by-

**
.1 formula 1 and capable of being scav enged the oxidant by

J-.,, allowing i!. to react w ith the oxidant of the de\ eloping main

••V" * ageiil and the dyestuff capable of preventing die irradiation.

* shown by formula ill are incorporated in the sensitive

ggj.j material In the formula. Coup is a coupler residual y.ronp.

Time is a tinting group. Sc is a scavenger of the oxidant of
K. mi*»<mk —t*

(
j.)e developing n ,a | {l jjgent. (]) is o or I . The DSR conipd.

ff,-"
K y"' shown by (lie formula is composed of a conipd. capable of

*rv j:^y being sca\ enged the oxidant by allowing it to react with the

^ oxidant of the developing main agent or a compd. capable
*»* ''* * ! •" of being released its precursor, and is exemplified by a

compd. show n by formula II. etc. And. in formula 111 R
and R' are each c> m no or carboxj I group, etc.. 2. and I' are

each hydrogen atom or Na. etc.. o«) and (n) are each i or 2.

And, the developing main agent is exemplified b\

anmiophenot t\ pe dern am es or p-phem lene diamine type derivatives.
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